
Ezylawn Coolplus 
As its name suggests a versatile easy lawn to 
install for the DIY offering natural aesthetics of 
real Kikuyu lawn. Australian Made quality with 
natural looks for the budget conscious. 30mm 
two tone olive face yarn with green / beige 
subpile. 

Comfort 30 Coolplus 
The first ultra durable synthetic turf developed 
that is highly resistant to flattening and pile crush 
containing the very latest in yarn entanglement 
and Coolplus technology. The texturised yarn is 
pre-tensiled and recoiled giving a very soft and 
spongy feel underfoot. Suitable for all areas of 
high foot traffic. 

Summer Coolplus HD 
Our long standing best seller now with a new 
plush specification to be even better. 35mm pile 
length with 2 tone olive greens combined with a 
beige / green sub pile. Outstanding natural 
aesthetics that mimic texture and tone of real 
Kikuyu lawn. 

Maxima Coolplus 
45mm ultra premium specification of multi tone 
olive and field yarn with darker toned bronze/ 
green subpile.Thick soft and luxurious with 
natural look low gloss aesthetics. Similar 
outstanding natural aesthetics of real Kikuyu 
lawn as the Summer Coolplus HD with added 
plushness and density. 

Comfort Elite Coolplus 
The ultimate in durability and softness. Suitable 
to any landscape application. A revolutionary and 
advanced concept in synthetic turf. Constructed 
of new and exclusive texturised yarn with 
entanglement technology, a first in synthetic turf. 
It is highly resistant to pile crush even with high 
traffic situations. 

Classic GT 40 Coolplus 
This new premium landscaping solution is an 
Australian and World first with the latest 
innovation made from 60% renewable sources 
(Sugar Cane). Classic GT has all the benefits of a 
durable, heat and UV resistant, water permeable 
and fully recyclable artificial grass. 

COOLPLAY COLOURS 

Titanium Pet 30 Coolplus 
Specialised product designed for heavy use in busy 
backyards containing pets. Titanium Pet 30 
contains durable, reinforced spine yarn technology 
for heavy use, with double perforations for 
superior drainage and high density double stitch 
rate for ease of cleaning. Titanium Pet 30 is safe 
and hypoallergenic to prevent fleas and ticks. 

Titanium 4-PAWS 
Suited for highly active backyards catering 
specifically to dogs with triple heat sealed 
perforations for improved hygiene and water 
drainage capacity. A very dense mix of durable 
medium-coarse blades for greater “poopability” 
blended with fine reflective blades for that more 
natural look. 

Silverback 40 Coolplus 
Silverback 40 Coolplus is the newest product to be 
added to the range. With minimal shine and 
flattening resistant properties, Silverback is perfect 
for pets, children and high traffic areas. Use 
Silverback in conjunction with P-Off Infill & the 
P-OFF Bio-enzymatic spray for the ultimate Pet 
System.

Savannah 40 HD 
The pinnacle of the landscaping range. Suited for 
commercial applications and high usage backyards 
catering to pets and active families. A mix of 
medium-coarse blades for durability blended with 
fine colour contrasting reflective blades for that 
darker turf natural look. 

Premier 13 
Perfect for the golf enthusiast; a purpose training 
aid in your backyard. A dense blend of fine 
texturised blades promoting a uniform surface 
with no bias for true ball roll. Available in 
5m increments only. 

Coolplay Coolplus 
A versatile multi use sports and play area product 
for many uses. Can be used for multi sport courts, 
childcare play areas,many school, applications, 
putting surfaces the list goes on. 23mm texturised 
sports grade yarn with entanglement technology 
which is highly resistant to flattening down. 
Available in 5m increments only.  
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